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A battery of 10 computerized tests of spatial ability is described. It includes 5 tests that require
reasoning about static spatial displays and 5 tests that require reasoning about dynamically dis
played spatial information. An integrated software package for task presentation and data anal
ysis is described, along with a summary of results from a validation study comparing performance
on the computer-based tests with performance on standardized paper-and-pencil tests of spatial
abilities. Finally, research applications of the current battery are discussed.

Over the lastdecade, weandothershavebeeninvolved
in research that focuses on information-processing com
ponential analysesof individual differences in cognitive
abilities (see, e.g., Sternberg, 1985). As a result, there
are nowsophisticated theories and models of performance
on a widerangeof cognitive tasks, including performance
on typical tests of spatial ability (see, e.g., Lohman,
Pellegrino, Alderton, & Regian, 1986; Pellegrino, Alder
ton, & Shute, 1984; Pellegrino & Kail, 1982).

Spatialabilityis better thoughtof as a domainof abili
ties than as a single ability or skill. Multivariate studies
of the domain have identified several factors (Lohman,
1979; McGee, 1979). One of the most important and
clearly defined is spatial relations ability, which refers
to the capacity to rapidly transform objects "in the mind's
eye," as is requiredwhenone "mentally rotates" an ob
ject about its center (Shepard & Cooper, 1982). Conven
tional psychometric testsof spatial relations ability include
the Primary Mental Abilities Space test (Thurstone &
Thurstone, 1949). A second majorfactor is spatial visuali-
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zation, whichis best thoughtof as the abilityto deal with
complexvisualproblemsthat require imagining the rela
tive movements of internal parts of a visual image. Psy
chometric tests that tap spatial visualization include the
paper-folding (surface development) task in the Differen
tial Aptitude Battery (OAT; Bennett, Seashore, & Wes
man, 1974) and the Minnesota Paper Form Board Test
(Likert & Quasha, 1971). Another well-defined visual
spatial factor is perceptual speed, which involves rapid
encoding and comparison of visual forms.

Virtually all current spatialtestsdependon the conven
tional paper-and-pencil test format. Thisrestricts the form
of the test itemsseverely, since the visual scenesthat the
examinee must reason about cannot contain movingele
ments. Also, although it is possible to determine how
many items an examinee can pass in a fixed time, it is
not possible to examinethe time that a person spendson
an individual item, or the time spenton variousidentifia
ble subpartsof the spatial problem posed by a given test
item. This is an issuebecause speedandaccuracyin solv
ing parts of a problem may reflect different psychologi
cal skills (Pellegrino & Kail, 1982). More generally,
different people maytradeoffbetweenspeed andaccuracy
of performance in different ways and measures of both
speed and accuracy may be needed to adequately assess
skill (Pachella, 1974).

It has beenpointed out that both of theseproblems may
be remedied by computer-administered testing (Hunt &
Pellegrino, 1985). Visualdisplayswith movingelements
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(dynamic displays) can be presented in computer
controlled testing. In addition, computer-controlled test
ing makes it possible to record accuracy and latency mea
sures each time an examinee attacks a problem. The lat
ter advantage applies both to tasks using dynamic displays
and to those using displays without moving elements
(static displays). Thus, one can embed componential
analysis procedures in computer-based testing procedures,
thereby providing for more refmed measures of process
ing ability (Hunt & Pellegrino, 1985; Lohman et al.,
1986).

Elsewhere, we have aruged that the advent of computer
controlled testing offers the possibility for substantial im
provements in spatial ability testing (Hunt & Pellegrino,
1985). Whether or not that possibility should be realized
depends on the answers to three questions. Does com
puterized testing involving static displays evaluate the
same abilities as conventional paper-and-pencil tests? Can
tests using dynamic displays be designed to test a dimen
sion of ability that is different from the abilities evalu
ated using static displays? Finally, do the fmer measures
available through computerized testing make possible
more precise measurement of ability, and thus better
prediction of on-the-job performance? The latter is the
question of most interest in applied psychology. An at
tempt to answer it directly, however, could be both fruit
less and extremely expensive if the first two questions
were not examined beforehand.

We have completed a project designed to address the
aforementioned issues (Hunt et al., 1987). As part of the
project, we developed a computer-administered test bat
tery containing 10 spatial reasoning tasks. Five of the tasks
involve static visual displays and five involve dynamic
visual displays. These computer-based tasks were ad
ministered to a large sample of young adults (N =170) who
also took a battery of conventional paper-and-pencil tests.
The purpose of this paper is to describe the task battery
and software package for task presentation and data anal
ysis. In the next two sections we briefly describe the tasks
included in the computer-administered battery of spatial
tests, the logic behind the selection and implementation
of each task, and the types of performance measures
provided by each task. More complete details about in
dividual task design can be found in the report by Hunt
et al. (1987). In subsequent sections we briefly discuss
characteristics of the available software package, results
of the validation study, and research applications of the
current test battery.

INFORMATION-PROCESSING TASKS
INVOLVING STATIC DISPLAYS

The five static spatial reasoning tasks that we selected
for computer implementation and administration had to
meet a set of criteria. First, we wanted tasks that had well
defined information-processing characteristics, tasks that
had been previously analyzed and validated with respect
to underlying component processes. Second, whenever
possible the task and its derived performance/processing

measures should have some history of use in the study
of individual differences in spatial ability or imagery abil
ity. Third, the full set of static tasks should include tasks
measuring all of the major visual-spatial factors (e.g., per
ceptual speed, spatial relations, and spatial visualization).

Perceptual Comparison
This task was selected to provide measures of percep

tual speed, that is, the ability to rapidly encode figures
and make visual comparisons. The computer task is based
on visual comparison research conducted by Cooper
(1976). On each trial a pair of random shapes is presented.
The examinee is to indicate whether or not the shapes are
exactly identical. The shapes are generated by connect
ing 6, 8, 10, 12, or 14 randomly chosen points on a plane.
Mismatching comparison figures are generated from a
standard figure by slightly moving one or more of the
original points. Two aspects of this task are of interest.
First, on trials where there is a mismatch, the degree of
mismatch is varied and decision time should be a mono
tonically decreasing function of this variable. The slope
of the difference detection function provides an index of
the speed (efficiency) of detecting feature differences. Sec
ond, stimulus complexity is manipulated by varying the
number of points (from 6 to 14) used to generate the origi
nal shape. The slope of the stimulus complexity reaction
time function provides an index of encoding and compar
ison efficiency. Measures derived from this task include
average response time and accuracy (measures similar to
those obtained from standard perceptual speed tests), as
well as slope and intercept measures reflecting efficiency
of difference detection and efficiency of encoding and
comparison processes.

Mental Rotation
This task was selected to provide a measure of spatial

relations ability. The computer-eontrolled mental rotation
task closely resembles tasks previously used to assess in
dividual differences in spatial relations ability (Mumaw,
Pellegrino, Kail, & Carter, 1984). On each trial a pair
of polygons is presented on the computer display. The
task is to judge their identity and to respond by pressing
one of two keys. The individual trials represent the com
bination of two variables: angular disparity of the stimuli
(ranging from 0° to 180° in 20° increments) and match
type (positive or negative). Nonmatching pairs are created
by a mirror-image reversal of the stimulus. Measures of
separate processes are estimated from the slopes and in
tercepts of the linear functions relating response time to
angular disparity. General and specific latency and ac
curacy parameters are estimated separately for positive
and negative match conditions, because other research has
shown that performance in the positive and negative con
ditions often differs (see Pellegrino & Kail, 1982).

Surface Development
This task was selected as one of two spatial visualiza

tion tasks. Spatial visualization ability is often assessed
by surface development tasks, which contain representa-



tions of flat, unfolded objects and completed three
dimensional shapes. The task that we used is based on
previous work on individual differences in solving sur
face development problems (Alderton & Pellegrino, 1984;
Pellegrino, 1984). On each trial, the individual is
presented with two figures. The left-hand figure shows
a cube"unfolded" along its edgesso that it lies flat. The
base of the cube is labeled, and two or three sides are
marked by dots. The right-hand figure presents a two
dimensional projection of a cube "refolded" andslightly
rotated so that the top, front, and right lateral surfaces
are visible. Thetaskis to determine whether theflatfigure
on the left couldbe refolded and rotated (if appropriate)
to formthecubeshown on the rightof thescreen. Differ
ent folding patterns areused, in which thenumber ofmen
tal folds thathaveto be madeandthe number of surfaces
thathave to be mentally "carriedalong" during such folds
are systematically varied (Shepard & Feng, 1972). Per
formance measures include meanlatency and accuracy,
as well as slopes and intercepts of the linear functions
relating response timeto problem complexity as defmed
by the number of mental folding operations.

Integration of Detail in an Image
This task was selected as a second prototypical spatial

visualization task. Spatial visualization ability is oftenas
sessed by form board tasks requiring the integration of
elements to form a composite image: for example, a set
of shapes mustbe concatenated in a certainwayto form
a completed shape or puzzle. Mumaw and Pellegrino
(1984) and Poltrock and Brown (1984) developed vari
antsof this typeof taskthatpermitassessment of various
image-integration processes as wellas of the capacity of
the visual buffer. The task that we usedis similar to that
developed by Poltrock and Brown. On eachtrial, the in
dividual is presented withan arrayof regular shapes with
various edges marked by specific letters. The number of
pieces in thearrayvaries from threeto six. Theindividual
studies the pieces and tries to determine the composite
image thatwould becreated byappropriately aligning the
pieces with corresponding edge markings. The time to
performthe integration should vary with the number of
shapes to be integrated. Following the integration phase,
the individual is shown a complete shape and told to de
cide whether it represents the correct integrated image.
The slope of the latency function for image integration
provides an index of the efficiency of several imagery
processes, and the accuracy score provides an index of
buffer capacity.

Adding Detail to an Image
One of the components of Kosslyn's (1980) imagery

theory is the addition or deletion of detail in a mental
representation (image). To do this, several subprocesses
are required. Examples are the "Put" operation, in which
a component part is placed at a point in an image, and
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the "Find" operation, in which an image is examined to
determine whetheror not it contains a feature. Poltrock
andBrown (1984) developed a task thatprovides indices
of theefficiency of theseandotherprocesses. Individuals
are asked to image a baseformandthenadddetails (dots)
to it at specified locations. We implemented a variantof
thistaskin which the base form isa six-pointed star.Trials
vary with respect to the total number of dots (four to
seven) to be sequentially addedto the base formprior to
presentation of a singlecomposite image containing the
appropriate number of dots. The subject'stask is to then
decide whether the composite image is a correct or in
correct final product. From this task we derive several
latency measures, including a slopeand intercept of the
latency function for adding successive details. We also
analyze changes inaccuracy asa function ofproblem com
plexity; this analysis provides estimates of a persons'
visual-memory buffer capacity.

INFORMATION-PROCESSING TASKS
INVOLVING DYNAMIC DISPLAYS

In contrastto the availability of information on human
performance on static spatial tasks, there is little in the
experimental literature on individual differences in mo
tionextrapolation. Therefore, the taskswe implemented
to measure dynamic spatial reasoning had lesshistory of
development than the tasks described above. Weattempted
to design tasks that coincided witha rational analysis of
what appears to be required in this domain of perfor
mance. The basicdynamic visual-spatial problem a per
son has to solve is to predict where a moving object is
going andwhenit willarriveat its predicted destination.
This skill can be divided into three components. First,
the observer may need to remember the path the object
has just traveled in order to extrapolate its future path.
Second, given the path the object has traveled thus far,
the observer must be able to predict or extrapolate the
future path. Third, to predictwhenan objectwill arrive
at a destination, the observermustextrapolate its speed.
We developed three tasks to assess these three compo
nents of dynamic spatial reasoning.

It appears that many dynamic spatial problems
require-in addition tojudgments about thepathandspeed
of a single moving object-judgments of relative, rather
than absolute, speed. For instance, if twoobjects are mov
ing toward destinations, the observer may wishto know
whether they willarriveat thesame time or, if not, which
will arrive first. We developed a task that assessed the
ability to make such comparative speedjudgments.

Although it is reasonable to breakupjudgments about
absolute andrelative visual motion intocomponent tasks,
it is possible that judgments about motion are madein a
holistic fashion. Therefore, at least one dynamic spatial
reasoning taskshould require coordination of time,direc
tion, and motor movement judgments. The act of mak-
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ing a coordinated judgment might itself be a significant
source of individual differences, and we designed a task
that required such performance.

Path Memory
This task was designed to assess a person's memory

for the path of moving objects. On each trial, a small
square moves across the computer screen three times. The
square follows a parabolic path, starting at the lower left
of the computer screen. Either the first and second paths
are the same and the third path is different, or the second
and third paths are the same and the first path is differ
ent. The observer indicates which path differs from the
second. The computer then reports whether or not the
response was correct.

Three parameters determine the paths: the starting
height of the parabola, the height of the apex of the para
bola, and the horizontal distance from the start of the para
bola to the apex. Within each of these dimensions, eight
levels of difficulty are established. The easier the level
of difficulty, the larger the difference between the unique
path and the two identical paths. An adaptive staircasing
method is used to measure performance. The level of
difficulty is increased when the subject answers two con
secutive trials correctly, and decreased when an error is
made. A separate staircase is computed for each of the
three different methods of changing the parabola. The de
pendent measure is the average difficulty level of the last
two thirds of the trials in each staircase series.

Extrapolation
This task was intended as a measure of the ability to

extrapolate from an observed to an expected path. Three
types of curves are presented: a straight line, a sine wave,
and a parabola. A portion of the curve is shown on each
trial, starting from the left side of the computer screen
and ending 41%, 52%, or 63%of the distance across the
computer screen. The observer uses a joystick to move
an arrow up or down along a vertical line on the right
side of the computer screen to indicate where the curve
will intersect the line. The computer displays the remain
ing portion of the curve as soon as the response is made.
The dependent measure is the difference between the cor
rect answer and the subject's answer. Separate scores are
computed for each of the three types of curves.

Arrival Time for One Object
In this task, the observer has to make an absolute judg

ment of velocity. On each trial, a square moves horizon
tally from the left side of the computer screen toward a
vertical line on the right. One quarter to one half of the
way across the computer screen, the object disappears.
The observer presses a key when he or she thinks the ob
ject would have crossed the line, had it continued mov
ing on the same course at the same speed. The dependent
measure is the difference in time between the correct an
swer and the subject's answer. Both absolute differences
(accuracy) and signed differences (bias) are computed.

Arrival Time Comparison for Two Objects
This task requires judgments of relative speed of mo

tion. On each trial, two different objects are presented,
each moving toward its destination at a constant speed.
The destinations are displayed as horizontal or vertical
lines. A fifth of the way to the destination, the objects
disappear. The subject then reports which object would
have arrived at its destination first. The computer informs
the subject whether or not the response is correct.

There are five variations on this task. In the first varia
tion, the objects move in perpendicular paths toward
different destinations. In the second variation, the objects
move in perpendicular paths toward the same destination.
In the remaining three variations, the objects move in
parallel horizontal paths. In the third variation, the two
paths are near each other and the destinations are verti
cally aligned. In the fourth variation, the two paths are
near each other, and the starting locations are vertically
aligned. The fifth variation is like the third except that
the paths are not near each other; one is at the top of the
comptuer screen and the other is at the bottom.

The staircasing method of measuring performance in
the path memory task is also used here. Eight levels of
difficulty are established by varying the size of the differ
ence in arrival time for the two objects. The staircasing
is run separately on the five different variations of the task.
The dependent measure is the average level of difficulty
for the last two thirds of the trials.

Intercept
This task was designed to measure the ability to com

bine the extrapolation of both speed and path. The task
is like a video game in which a player attempts to shoot
down a moving object. A small rectangular target moves
from left to right at a constant horizontal speed. The tar
get moves along a horizontal, sine-wave, or parabolic
trajectory. When the subject presses a key on the key
board, a triangularly shaped object (called a "missile")
begins to move straight upward at a constant velocity. The
subject attempts to time the missile's "launch" so that
the missile will collide with the target. The dependent
measure is the vertical distance between the missile and
the target when the target crosses the missile's path.

SOFTWARE PACKAGE

A fully integrated software package representing all pro
grams for task presentation, data analysis, and printing
of data tables is contained on five disks. The primary disk,
STARTUP, contains the master menu for selection of a
task for presentation, data analysis, or printing of results.
Menus are used throughout to simplify use of the soft
ware; instructions about disk changing are presented
where appropriate. The 10 task-presentation programs are
contained on two disks and any of the 10 tasks may be
individuallypresented in any order desired. Each task pro
gram includes a set of instruction screens explaining the
task and providing practice problems before the start of



theactual problem set. Table 1provides information about
the numberof problems in eachtaskand the approximate
time for completion of the full problem set.

Two of the disks contain programs for analyzing the
trial-by-trial datarecorded for eachtask.Theanalysis pro
grams providedetaileddescriptive statistics, such as the
mean, median, standard deviation, and minimum and
maximum value, organized by problem type. Also
providedare derivedstatistics basedon fitting modelsof
task performance, for example, slopesand intercepts of
the function relating reactiontime to angulardisparityin
the mental rotationtask. Data are also providedfor odd
and even trial halvesfor variousperformance measures,
thereby permitting derivation of reliability estimates. A
singledisk contains programs for the annotated printing
of the data filesproducedby the data analysis programs.

All programsare written in UCSD Pascal and run on
an Apple II+ or lIe computer. Hardware requirements
include 64K of memory, two disk drives, a Mountain
HardwareClockCard, anda monochrome monitor.One
of the programs also requires use of a joystick.

SUMMARY OF TEST VALIDATION RESULTS

As noted earlier, the computer-based tasks were ad
ministered to 170young adults along with a set of stan
dardizedpaper-and-pencil tests. In thepresentcontext we
can provide only a general summary of the validation
results. For moredetailed results anddiscussion, seeHunt
et al. (1987). One important issue is whether the
computer-based tasksof static anddynamic spatial reason
ing behavein a principled mannerandproducemeasures
thathavesubstantial reliability. Thegroupandindividual
subject data revealed that performance in all tasks was
consistent with general expectations about within-task
processing. The overall latency and accuracy measures
for the static reasoning tasks had substantial reliability,
with the majority of reliability coefficients above .90.
Within each static task we also derived various
component-process latencymeasures. Examples include
the slopeand intercept of the mental rotation function and
the slope of the function relating integration latency to
the number of elements to be integrated. These
component-process latency measures also hadsubstantial

Table 1
Task Duration and Item Set Cbaracteristics

Task Number of Items Task Duration (min)

Perceptual Comparison 300 25
Mental Rotation 280 30
Surface Development 192 50
Integrating Detail 48 30
Adding Detail 60 30
Path Memory 72 20
Extrapolation 108 20
Arrival Time (1 object) 80 10
Arrival Time (2 objects) 250 25
Intercept 72 15
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reliability: the average reliability coefficients of such
within-task measures ranged from .67 to 91. For the dy
namic tasks,the reliability coefficients of theperformance
measures ranged from .63 to .99, with the exception of
the path memory task, which had a .50 reliability
coefficient.

The resultsfroma varietyof multivariate analyses, in
cluding exploratory and confirmatory factoranalyses and
canonical correlationanalyses, supportedtwo main con
clusions. The first is that our theory-based, computer
administered staticspatialreasoning taskscan be usedto
replace andaugment currentpaper-and-pencil procedures
for the assessment of spatialability.The computer-based
static tasks and measures encompass the variance con
tained in traditional paper-and-pencil tests and also pro
vide measures of unique variance associated with speed
versusaccuracy of processing. The secondmajorconclu
sion is that the ability to deal with moving elements and
dynamic spatial relations is separate fromthe abilities as
sociatedwith reasoning about static spatial information.

RESEARCH APPliCATIONS

The taskscontained in the present batterycan be used
in severalresearchapplications. Oneprimaryarea of ap
plication is the further study of developmental and in
dividual differences in spatial processing. Ofthetaskscon
tained in this battery, only mental rotation has any his
tory of use in developmental information-processing
research withchildren (e.g., Kail, 1986; Kail, Pellegrino,
& Carter, 1980). In addition, mostdevelopmental andag
ing researchon spatialabilitieshas been restricted to use
of gross accuracy measures from paper-and-pencil tests.
Thepresenttestsprovidemore refinedlatency, accuracy,
and process measures, thereby permitting more detailed
analyses of the natureof developmental changein spatial
processing abilities. The same possibilities exist for
research focusing on sex differences in spatialabilities,
as well as research on the heritability of specific spatial
abilities.

A second primary area of application is research on
predictive validity. One issue is whether the predictive
validity of staticspatialtests is significantly increasedby
the use of more refined measures that separate latency
and accuracy of processing. A second issue is whether
the ability to represent and reason about dynamically
changing spatialrelations better predicts real-world per
formances that intuitively seemto require this ability. Ex
amples include machinery operationand piloting. There
is reason to believethat this may be the case, since this
ability is separate fromthoseassessed byconventional spa
tial abilitytests. To date, there have been no studiesex
amining the utilityof these computer-controlled tests of
static or dynamic spatial reasoning as predictors of per
formance in situations outside the laboratory. As noted
at the beginning of this paper, this is an area of consider
able interestand remains as a topic for future research.
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